
GETTING FOUND ONLINE: 
LOCAL SEO  & LINK BUILDING

FOCUSED?
LET'S GET IT DONE

This is a view only file, so grab
a pen, download the file, print
it off and let's get started.



As well as aiming to be found in Google's main search, you can

also optimise being found in LOCAL search.

Local search aims to optimise your chances of being found in

queries about locality + what you do. 33% of Google clicks go

to the GOOGLE LOCAL PACK aka "snack pack" - the top three

or four results in search .. and it's definitely worth aiming for

both.

If Google sees that you're looking for a local service, it switches

from traditional ranking (which is based on BACKLINKS and

DOMAIN AUTHORITY), and instead uses different (Local Pack)

ranking factors. (As an example, compare the search results for

"osteopathy" and "osteopathy tips".)

LOCAL SEO

WHAT IS LOCAL SEO?



HOW TO IMPROVE BEING FOUND IN LOCAL SEARCH

UNDERSTAND WHAT GOOGLE WANTS
Snack pack ranking is partly based on proximity  - and your

smartphone or desktop will tell Google where you are. Google

thinks nearer = easier for you.

Snack pack ranking is also based on "on-page optimisation"

and reviews.

LOCAL PACK SEO FACTORS:
A) Who, where, and what.

Your website's home page should clearly state WHO you are,

WHERE you are, and WHAT you do (in the H1 headline). 

B) Create a page for every SERVICE that you offer.

(having just one services page makes it difficult for the Google

spiders to see you as an expert in any one area). 

Use location language in your page headlines e.g. "Colchester

Shockwave Therapy").

C) Consider creating a page for every LOCATION you work at. 

D) Don't forget to 'NAP'.

NAP= Name, Address and Phone Number, and it needs to be on

every page in your website. e.g in the header of footer.

You want to keep it identical and consistent across the web e.g.

in Google My Business page.  

Use a free tool such as https://moz.com/products/local

to see where you may be being inconsistent.



E) Make reviews a priority.

Make it easier for patients and referrers to leave you a

review by sending them a link. (Sign into Google My

Business, find "Get more reviews' and the 'Share review

form'' Click on the pencil icon to enter a short name, and

hit Apply. )

LOCAL LINK BUILDING
Link building is very important in standard ranking, but

you can make it work in local ranking too.

Which other local businesses could you get a link from.

e.g. recording a vlog for a local running club, a local

charity you might do work with, or other clinicians you

could do a get blog for.

NURTURE YOUR GOOGLE MY BUSINESS

Complete all of the fields, including business hours,

and under your business 'Category', you can add

several sub categories.

Remember to enter all of the services you offer.

Update with your vlogs and pictures.

NURTURE YOUR GOOGLE MY BUSINESS

Set up your Apple Maps- built into Siri 

 https://mapsconnect.apple.com/

HOW TO IMPROVE BEING FOUND IN LOCAL SEARCH



Go get your competitors' backlinks!

Go to https://moz.com/link-explorer

          LINK BUILDING


